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Abstrat
Software Produt Line (SPL) development is
an approah to develop families of software
systems in a systemati way. A Feature Model
(FM) represent all the produts in a SPL in
terms of features. Applying refatoring to an
SPL an have the highly negative eet of
reduing the number of dierents produts
in the SPL. Hene, it is aepted that not
only programs must be refatored but also its
assoiated FMs. In this paper we present a
rst proposal for automated support for FM
refatoring based on graph transformations.
We also explain how we plan to integrate our
proposal in the FAMA plug-in and we larify
our ontribution with an example.
Keywords: Feature Models, Refatoring,
Feature Oriented Programming, Graph Trans-
formations.
1 Introdution and Motivation
Software Produt Line (SPL) development [12℄
is an approah to develop families of software
systems in a systemati way. Roughly speak-
ing, an SPL an be dened as a set of software
produts that share a ommon set of features.
A Feature Model (FM) represents all possible
produts in an SPL in terms of features. A
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feature is an inrement in produt funtional-
ity. FMs an be used in dierent stages of SPL
development suh as requirements engineering
[17℄, arhiteture denition [22℄ or ode gener-
ation [5℄.
The term refatoring refers to the hanges
made to a program in order to enhane its
struture in some way while preserving its be-
haviour [15, 21℄. However, the traditional def-
initions of refatoring do not over the intrin-
si harateristis of SPLs in whih programs
are frequently derived from a FM represent-
ing all the produts in the SPL. In [1℄ Alves
et al. study refatoring in the ontext of SPL
and onlude that not only programs should
be refatored but also its assoiated FMs in
order to guarantee that the number of possi-
ble produts of the SPL do not derease as
onsequene of refatoring (this is what they
alled guarantee ongurability improvement).
The refatoring of FMs plays a key role in
approahes suh as Feature Oriented Program-
ming (FOP) [6℄ in whih produts are gen-
erated automatially by omposing programs
speied delaratively in terms of features.
Suh features are modelled in a FM whih is
used as the starting point for the generation
of produts. In this ontext, the refatoring
of programs ould be done ideally by refator-
ing only its assoiated FM. For that purpose,
multiple hallenges must be overome at the
FM level and the ode level. In this paper we
ontribute at the model level by giving a rst
step toward automated tool support for FM
refatoring.
SPL refatoring requires a speial treatment
in order to avoid loosing onguration alter-
natives. For that purpose, two proposals has
been suggested in order to guarantee ong-
urability improvement [1℄: i) Analyzing the
FMs to ensure that the nal FM obtained af-
ter refatoring preserves all the ongurations
alternatives of the initial one and ii) Using ex-
pliit and proved FM refatorings to guaran-
tee that the transformations do not alter nega-
tively the apaity of onguration of the SPL.
In order to provide automated tool sup-
port for FM refatoring we studied the previ-
ously mentioned proposals and analyzed how
it ould be used for automating the refatoring
proess. Next, we detail our main onlusions:
• Our experiene in the eld of the auto-
mated analysis of FMs [8℄ and the avail-
able analyzing tools [10℄ and performane
tests [9℄ let us to onsider automated
analysis of FMs as a suitable mehanism
to hek ongurability improvement in
small and medium size FMs. For larger
FMs the omputational omplexity of the
analysis operations needed ould result
exessive. However, this approah only
an be used to hek the ongurability of
a FM automatially but not for automat-
ing the refatoring transformations in any
way.
• The seond option pointed by Alves et al.
and detailed in Setion 3 refers to the pos-
sibility of using a atalog of pattern-based
FM refatoring. FM refatorings are a set
of visual pattern-based rules representing
the possible transformations that an be
performed on a FM without dereasing it
ongurability. In ontrast with the pre-
vious proposal, this one does not impose
any limitation in the size of the FM and
ould be performed automatially using
any of the existing approahes for model
transformations [14℄.
Graph Transformations are a very mature
approah used sine 30 years ago for the gen-
eration, manipulation, reognition and evalu-
ation of graphs [23℄. Most of visual languages
an be interpreted as a type of graph (direted,
labelled, et.). This makes graph grammar to
be a natural and intuitive way for transforming
models. In ontrast with other model transfor-
mation approahes [14℄, graph transformations
are dened in a visual way and are provided
with a set of tested tools to dene, exeute
and test transformations. All these harater-
isti make graph transformations to be reog-
nized as a suitable tehnology and assoiated
formalism for model refatoring [11, 20℄.
In this paper, we propose to provide tool
support for FM refatoring using model trans-
formations. In partiular, we propose imple-
menting the atalog provided by Alves et al.
using graph transformations. In addition, we
details how our proposal ould be integrated
in the FAMA plug-in and larify it with an
example.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follow: in Setion 2 the main onepts of SPL,
FMs and graph transformations are presented.
An introdution to the harateristis of refa-
toring in the ontext of SPL is introdued in
Setion 3. In Setion 4 we present our pro-
posal by giving details about how implement-
ing the refatoring of FMs using graph trans-
formations and how it ould be integrated in
the FAMA plug-in. Finally we desribe our
future work and summarize our onlusions in
Setions 5 and 6 respetively.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Software Produt Lines and Feature
Models
Software Produt line (SPL) development [12℄
is an approah to develop families of software
systems in a systemati way. Software reuse
and quality are its main goals. A SPL an
be dened as a set of software produts that
share a ommon set of features. Widely known
examples are ars or mobile phones produt
lines. Feature models [18℄ are a key artefat
for variability management in the ontext of
SPL. A FM is a ompat representation of all
the possible produts of a SPL. Furthermore,
it is ommonly aepted that FMs an be used
in dierent stages of an SPL eort in order
to produe other assets suh as requirements
douments [16, 17℄, arhiteture denition [22℄
or piees of ode [13, 7℄.
FMs are represented visually by means of
feature diagrams. Roughly speaking, a fea-
ture diagram is a tree-like struture in whih
nodes represent features and onnetions illus-
trate the relations between them. The root
feature identies the SPL. The relationships
between a parent feature and its hild features
an be divided in:
• Mandatory. If a hild feature is manda-
tory, it is inluded in all produts in whih
its parent feature appears.
• Optional. If a hild feature is dened as
optional it an be optionally inluded in
all produts in whih its parent feature
appears.
• Alternative. A set of hild features are
dened as alternative if only one feature
an be seleted when its parent feature is
part of the produt.
• Or-Relation. A set of hild features are
said to have an or-relation with their par-
ent when one or more of them an be in-
luded in the produts in whih its parent
feature appears.
Notie that a hild feature an only ap-
pear in a produt if its parent feature does.
The root feature is a part of all the produts
within the SPL. In addition to the parental
relationships between features, a feature di-
agram an also ontain ross-tree onstraints
between ouples of features. These are typi-
ally of the form:
• Requires. If a feature A requires a feature
B, the inlusion of A in a produt implies
the inlusion of B in suh produt.
• Exludes. If a feature A exludes a feature
B, both features an not be part of the
same produt.
Figure 1 illustrates the visual notation of
feature diagrams. A widely used example of
a FM from the automotive industry is shown
in Figure 2. The simplied sample diagram il-
lustrates how features are used to speify and
build software for ongurable ars. The soft-
ware loaded in the ar ontrol system is de-
termined by the ar's features. The sample
diagram shows that every ar has a body, a
transmission and an engine whereas the ruise
ontrol is an optional feature. In a similar
way, the types of transmission are speied by
means of an alternative relationship indiating
that ars an have automati or manual trans-
mission but not both of them. On the other
hand, an or-relation is used to express that a
ar an have an eletri engine, a petrol engine
or both of them.
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Figure 1: Feature diagram's visual notation
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Figure 2: A feature model
The number of dierent possible ombina-
tions of features in a FM represent the ong-
urability of the assoiated SPL. Thus, the on-
gurability of a SPL establishes the set of dif-
ferent produts that a ompany an oer to its
ustomers. Suh ongurability an logially
inrease or derease aording to the modi-
ations performed on the FM. Hene, for in-
stane, in the FM showed in Figure 2 the num-
ber of dierent possible ongurations is 12.
However, if we onvert the ruise feature to
mandatory the number of produts derease
to 6 meanwhile adding the option of having
a manual and automati transmission at the
same time rise the number of possible ong-
urations to 18.
2.2 Graph Grammars and Graph Trans-
formations
Graph Grammars are a very mature approah
used sine 30 years ago for the generation,
manipulation, reognition and evaluation of
graphs [23℄. Sine then, graph grammars has
been studied and applied in a variety of dier-
ent domains suh as pattern reognition, syn-
tax denition of visual languages, speiation
of abstrat data types, model refatoring, de-
sription of software arhitetures, et. This
development is doumented in several surveys,
tutorials and tehnial reports [2, 3, 4, 19, 20℄.
Graph grammars an be onsidered as the
appliation of the lassi Chomsky's string
grammars onepts to the domains of graphs.
Hene, a graph grammar is omposed by an
initial graph, a set of terminal labels and a set
of transformation rules (sometime also alled
graph produtions). A transformation rule is
omposed mainly by a soure graph or Left
Hand Side (LHS) and a target graph or Right
Hand Side (RHS). The appliation of a trans-
formation rule to a so-alled host graph, also
alled diret derivation, onsists on looking for
a math morphism between the LHS and the
host graph. If suh morphism is found, the o-
urrene of the LHS in the graph is replaed by
the RHS of suh rule. Thus, eah rule appli-
ation transforms a graph by replaing a part
of it by another graph. The set of all graphs
labelled with terminal symbols that an be de-
rived from the initial graph by applying the set
of transformation rules iteratively is the lan-
guage speied by the graph grammar.
The appliation of transformation rules to a
given graph is alled Graph Transformations.
Graph transformations are usually used as a
general rule-based mehanism to manipulate
graphs. Most of visual modelling languages
an be interpreted as a type of graph (di-
reted, labelled, attributed, et.). This make
graph grammars and graph transformations
to be a natural and intuitive way to dene
the syntax of visual languages [3℄, perform-
ing pattern-based visual model transformation
[19℄ or model refatoring [20℄.
There exists a variety of tool for the deni-
tion of graph grammars and the appliation of
graph transformations. Fujaba
1
and the AGG
System
2
are two of the most popular general-
purpose graph transformation tools within the
researh ommunity. Furthermore, other spe-
i tools suh as GReAT
3
or VIATRA2
4
are
also starting to emerge as a onsequene of the
inreasing popularity of model driven develop-
ment based on graph transformations.
There exist a wide variety of graph transfor-
mation approahes depending on the type of
graphs used (attributed, hypergraph, direted,
et.) and how the transformation rules are ap-
plied. A deep study of them is out of the sope
of this paper. A more detailed introdution
to graph grammars and graph transformations
an be found in [23℄.
3 Refatoring Software Produt
Lines
The term refatoring was rst introdued by
Opdyke [21℄ in the ontext of objet ori-
ented programming as behaviour-preserving
program restruturing operations to support
the design, evolution and reuse of objet-
oriented appliation frameworks. A more gen-
eral denition is given by M. Fowler [15℄ who
desribe it as the proess of hanging software
system in suh a way that it does not alter the
external behaviour of the ode, yet improves its
internal struture. However, suh denition
does not onsider the speial harateristis of
SPL in whih programs are frequently derived
from a FM representing all the onguration
variants in a SPL. Hene, it is reognized that
in a SPL environment not only program should
be refatored but also FMs [1℄. In this ontext,
the refatoring of programs and FMs an have
1
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the highly negative eet of reduing the on-
gurability of the SPL.
In order to over the intrinsi harateristis
of SPL V. Alves et al. [1℄ propose a spei
refatoring denition for this ontext: SPL
refatoring is a hange made to the stru-
ture of a SPL in order to improve (mantain
or inrease) its ongurability, make it easier
to understand, and heaper to modify without
hanging the observable behaviour of its origi-
nal produts.
Alves et al. also identify two types of pro-
grams refatoring in the ontext of SPL:
1. Transforming a SPL into another one in
whih the behaviour is preserved and the
strutured enhaned in some way.
2. Merging multiple programs into a new
produt line in whih the onguration al-
ternatives of the separated programs are
joined in the nal SPL.
In both ases, the problem of loosing on-
guration alternatives ould happen. In or-
der to guarantee ongurability improvement
when refatoring a SPL, Alves et al. propose
a atalog of sound FM refatorings. Suh FM
refatorings represent the possible transforma-
tions that an be performed on a FM without
reduing its ongurability. The soundness of
suh refatorings was proved using a formal
semanti in a theorem prover.
A FM refatoring onsists of two templates
or patterns of FMs: the left-hand (LHS) and
the right-hand (RHS). The LHS and RHS tem-
plates of a FM refatoring represent respe-
tively the state of a part of a FM before and
after applying some kind of refatoring on it.
The appliation of a refatoring to a FM on-
sists on replaing all the ourrenes of the
LHS by the RHS. The values of the variables
in both, LHS and RHS, must math in order to
perform the refatoring. Figure 3 and Figure 4
show two of the FM refatorings proposed by
Alves et al.. The fragments of FMs plaed on
the left and right of the arrows represent the
LHS and RHS patterns respetively. Figure 3
depits a FM refatoring in whih an optional
feature is removed and added to an or relation
plaed under the same parent feature. On the
other hand, Figure 4 shows a FM refatoring
in whih the FMs of two dierent programs
are merged into a single produt line.
Figure 3: An example of FM refatoring (extrated
from [1℄).
Figure 4: A FM refatoring merging two existing
program in a single produt line (extrated from
[1℄).
4 Our Proposal
In this setion we introdue our proposal.
Firstly, we detail how graph transformations
an be used as a suitable tehnology and for-
malism to perform FM refatoring automati-
ally. Seondly, we onrete our ontribution
by explaining how graph transformation ould
be integrated in the FAMA plug-in in order to
oer automated support for FM refatoring.
Finally, we larify our proposal by means of
an example.
4.1 Automating Feature Model Refator-
ing using Graph Transformations
In this paper we propose using model transfor-
mations as an appropriate mehanism to pro-
vide automati support for FM refatoring. In
partiular, we propose implementing the at-
alog of FM refatorings provided by Alves et
al. using graph transformations.
Graph transformations are reognized as
a suitable tehnology and formalism for the
speiation and appliation of model refa-
torings. In [20℄ Mens introdues the main
onepts of graph transformations theory and
tools and show how using it for refatoring
UML lass and statehart diagrams. A more
general ontribution is proposed by Biermann
et al. [11℄ who use graph transformations
to apply refatoring on EMF (Elipse Mod-
eling Framework) models. Hene, as dou-
mented in the literature, the reasons to selet
graph transformations as a suitable approah
for model refatoring are manifold:
• Graph transformations are a natural and
intuitive way of performing pattern-based
visual model transformations.
• The maturity of graph transformations
has provided it with a solid theoretial
foundation in form of useful properties.
Hene, for instane, the invertability
property details under what onditions a
transformation rule an be inverted.
• There are available tools to design, exe-
ute and test the transformations rules.
Example of them are the previously men-
tioned AGG, Fujaba, GReAT or VIA-
TRA2.
In order to test our proposal we imple-
mented it in one of the most popular tool
within the graph grammar ommunity: The
Attributed Graph Grammar System (AGG).
Roughly speaking, AGG is a free Java graph-
ial tool for editing and transforming graphs
by means of graph transformations. The AGG
System is a prototype implementation of the
algebrai approah to graph transformation
supporting Contextual Layered Graph Gram-
mars (CLGG). In CLGGs the set of produ-
tions is lassied into ordered layers. To trans-
form a graph, produtions are applied layer
by layer from layer 0 to layer N, ylially if
needed, until none of the produtions an be
applied. AGG provides a exible graph editor
and a useful omponent to apply user-seleted
produtions to a given graph. In addition, the
AGG system an be used as a general purpose
graph transformation engine in any dediated
Java appliations employing graph transfor-
mation methods. All this reasons made us to
selet AGG as a suitable tool to implement our
proposal.
AGG graph transformation rules onsist on
three main parts: a left-hand side graph
(LHS), a right-hand side graph (RHS) and
a set of Negative Appliation Conditions
(NAC). NACs are graph-based patterns rep-
resenting under what onditions the rule will
not be applied. Thus, the mapping from
the FM refatorings to graph transformations
is straightforward sine both approah use
pattern-based onepts. Figure 5 shows a
sreenshot of the AGG's visual editor display-
ing the transformation rule assoiated to the
FM refatoring showed in Figure 3. The map-
ping onsists on translating the LHS and RHS
patterns of the FM refatoring to the LHS and
RHS graphs of the AGG transformation rule
respetively. No NACs are needed in this ase.
As illustrated in the gure we have used an
spei visual syntax due to the restritions
imposed by the visual editor. In partiular,
we have used solid arrows for the onnetions
in the or relation and a dashed arrow for the
optional one.
Figure 5: AGG transformation rule
4.2 Tooling Automated Support
In this setion we onrete our proposal by de-
tailing how we plan to integrate the automati
support for FM refatoring in the FAMA plug-
in.
FAMA (FeAture Model Analyzer) [10℄ is a
multiparadigm framework for the edition and
automated analysis of FMs. It integrates dif-
ferent logi paradigms and solvers in order to
perform the analysis operations. FAMA is
implemented as an extensible Elipse plug-in
making it possible to integrate new solver and
analysis operations as required. In addition,
it supports the import and export of FMs in
XML/XMI format failitating the interoper-
ability with other related tools. FAMA is es-
peially appropriate for the edition and ma-
nipulation of FMs in the early stages of SPL
development. However, it ould be extended
to support others SPL development tasks suh
as design modelling or feature omposition at
the ode level by means of featureoriented
programming tools.
Aording to the kind of program refator-
ings identied in SPL we distinguish two types
of automati support to be provided:
• If the refatoring is applied to a sin-
gle program and its FM, the possible
transformations to apply depend exlu-
sively on the kind of refatoring to be
performed. In this ase, we propose a
semi-automati solution implemented by
means of a ontext-sensitive help wizard.
Suh wizard ould suggest to the user the
possible refatoring transformations a-
ording to the features involved on it.
• If the refatoring onsists on merging the
FMs of multiple programs into a single
one, we onsider it an be automatized
ompletely sine all the information re-
quired by the transformation system is
available. In this ase, we propose a trans-
formation wizard for merging both FMs
into a single one.
In both ases, we plan to use graph trans-
formations to perform model transformations
and the AGG System as suitable graph
transformation engine for being integrated in
FAMA.
4.3 An Example
A software ompany speialized in mobile
phone ontrol systems provides a wide variety
of related produts to its ustomers. The om-
pany has notied that all its produts shares
a ommon set of features and it has deided
to adopt a SPL strategy in order to redue
development osts and time-to-market. As a
rst step, the software arhitet has deided to
design the FMs of two of its main programs.
Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) depit the resul-
tant FMs. Notie that the alternatives of on-
guration in both ases are minimum.
After the featurization, the software arhi-
tet has deide to refator one of the programs
and its assoiated FM in order to inrease the
ongurability of the future SPL. Figure 7 de-
pits an interfae prototype of how our pro-
posal ould be integrated in the ustomized
tree view editor of FAMA. The gure shows
how a ontext-sensitive menu ould be used to
suggest the possible FM refatorings aord-
ing to the seleted feature. In this ase, the
software arhitet has deided to onvert the
mandatory feature wi to optional.
As a natural step during the adoption of a
SPL strategy the software arhitet feels the
need of merging both programs and its asso-
iated FMs into a single produt line. In this
ase, our proposal ould be also used to merge
automatially both FMs into a single one pre-
serving ongurability. Figure 6() shows the
resultant FM obtained after merging the FMs
of both programs into a single produt line.
5 Future Work
Multiples hallenges must be overome to pro-
vide an eient automated tool support for
FM refatoring based on model transforma-
tions. In partiular, we have identied three
promising fous of researh in suh diretion:
• Alves et al. mantain that refatorings
onsisting on merging multiple FMs into
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Figure 6: SPL refatoring. Merging two programs into a single one
Figure 7: GUI prototype of the refatoring operations in FAMA
a single one an be performed by apply-
ing a sequene of single FM refatorings
to the original FMs separately. However,
we onsider that an spei atalog of FM
merging refatorings would be a promis-
ing approah in order to automate om-
pletely the merging proess.
• FMs based on multipliities [13℄ (also
alled ardinality-based FMs) are a
widely used extension of the traditional
notation presented in this paper. How-
ever, no spei FM refatorings have
been proposed for them. Therefore, we
onsider that a atalog of ardinality-
based FMs refatorings would be an inter-
esting approah for the SPL ommunity.
• The ontext-sensitive appliation of a
transformation rule to a FM is not a
trivial task. The possible mappings be-
tween the seleted features and the pat-
terns of the transformation rules must be
analyzed in order to oer a good perfor-
mane. Hene, we onsider that the se-
letion of a suitable mapping strategy is
an important issue and we plan to work
in suh diretion too.
6 Conlusions
In this paper we present a proposal for au-
tomated support for FM refatoring based on
model transformations. In partiular, we pro-
pose implementing the atalog of FM refa-
torings provided by Alves et al. using graph
transformations. As part of our proposal we
rst introdued the mapping from a FM refa-
toring to a graph transformation rule in the
AGG system. Next, we proposed how graph
transformations ould be integrated in the
FAMA plug-in to provide tool support for FM
refatoring. Finally, we provided an example
in order to make lear the interest of our on-
tribution.
Graph transformations are a mature, natu-
ral, visual and intuitive means for manipulat-
ing visual models. It has already been applied
suessfully in the ontext of model refator-
ing. In ontrast with other proposals, graph
transformations theory provides a solid formal
foundation and a set of solid tools. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the rst work propos-
ing automating FM refatoring by means of
model transformations.
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